Rubio de Francia proved the one-sided Littlewood-Paley inequality for arbitrary intervals in L p , 2 ≤ p < ∞. In this article, his methods are developed and employed to prove an analogue of such an inequality "beyond the index p = ∞", i.e., for spaces of Hölder functions and BMO.
History
Let {∆ m } be a finite or countable collection of mutually disjoint intervals in R. By M ∆m we denote the operators corresponding to the multipliers χ ∆m : M ∆m f = ( f χ ∆m )
∨ . In 1983, Rubio de Francia (see [13] ) proved that
where the constant C p does not depend on f or {∆ m }. By duality, this estimate is equivalent to the following one:
where {f m } is a sequence of functions such that supp f m ⊂ ∆ m . In 1984, Bourgain (see [1] ) proved that estimate (2) remains true for p = 1. His method was more complicated then Rubio de Francia's arguments. But in 2005, Kislyakov and Parilov employed a technique similar to Rubio de Francia's and established (see [9] ) that estimate (2) is fulfilled for all 0 < p ≤ 2. For p ≤ 1, this is sooner an H p -than an L p -estimate, because the main techniques lean heavily upon the properties of Calderón-Zygmund operators on "real variable" Hardy classes H p (see, e.g., [5, 14] ). Now, the dual of H 1 is BMO and the dual of H p for p < 1 is a certain Hölder class, see [4, 14] . It is natural to ask whether there exists a dual counterpart of (2) for 0 < p ≤ 1. Note that, unlike the case of 1 < p ≤ 2, naive dualization is impossible because the H p -classes arise in the proof of (2) in a somewhat tricky way. By way of explanation, we observe that a function f with spectrum in an interval [a, b] gives rise to at least two natural H p -functions, namely, e −2πi ax f (x) and e −2πi bx f (x) (one of them is "analytic" and the other "antianalytic"), and the two are required in the proof of (2) .
To be more specific, we signalize that in [7, 9, 13] , the authors studied, in fact, operators of the following form:
and S 2 f (x) = e −2πi bmx M ∆m f (x) (or their adjoints), where a m and b m are the left and the right end of ∆ m respectively. It is well known and easily seen that these operators are not bounded on the spaces dual to H p . We show this for the space BMO = (H 1 ) * . Suppose M [0,η] 
where f ∈ L 2 ∩ BMO and C does not depend on f or η. Consider some function ϕ ∈ C ∞ (R) such that ϕ ≡ 1 on [1, 2] and ϕ ≡ 0 outside [0, 3] . Then the operators corresponding to the Fourier multipliers ϕ(ηξ), η > 0, are uniformly bounded from L 1 to H 1 (because they map L 1 to functions with spectrum in R + ) and, therefore, from BMO to L ∞ . But this means that f BMO ≍ f L ∞ , provided supp f ⊂ [η, 2η]. On the other hand, if we put ∆ = 0, 3 2 η , then M ∆ f BMO ≤ C f BMO by our assumtion. If supp f ⊂ [η, 2η], this implies that M ∆ f L ∞ ≤ C f L ∞ . But therefore, the Riesz projection (the antianalytic one) is uniformly bounded in L ∞ on all the functions such that their Fourier transforms have compact supports. This is a contradiction.
However, after a slight modification, the operators S 1 and S 2 become bounded on BMO and spaces of Hölder functions. It is only necessary to smooth out each multiplier χ ∆m at one of the ends of ∆ m . Here is quite a particular case of what will be proved. Consider some functions ψ 1 and ψ 2 (R) ∩ BMO(R), then S σ f ∈ BMO(R), σ = 1, 2, and S σ f BMO ≤ C f BMO . The same can be said if we take, instead of BMO, a Hölder class Lip s (R), 0 < s < 1 (see (3) ). We will also see that it is possible to tell something substantial in the spirit of formula (1) for functions that satisfy the BMO condition or a Hölder condition at only one point.
It is also worth mentioning that multidimensional analogs of (1) and (2) exist for all p, 0 < p ≤ ∞, (see [6, 11, 12] ) and they are not a direct consequence of the one-dimensional results. It would be interesting to obtain a multidimensional version of the results presented in this paper.
Preliminaries
In our context, it is most natural to endow spaces of smooth functions with Morrey-Campanato norms.
Morrey-Campanato spaces. Let P i be the space of algebraic polynomials of degree strictly less than i. We agree that P 0 = {0}. For l 2 -valued polynomials, we use the notation P i (l 2 ). Now we give the definition of the Morrey-Campanato spacesĊ s,i p . Definition 1. Suppose i ∈ Z + , 1 ≤ p < ∞, and s ∈ (−n/p, i]. Let f be a locally integrable function on R n (scalar-valued or l 2 -valued). We say that f ∈Ċ
where the supremum is taken over all the cubes in R n and the infimum is taken over all the polynomials in P i or P i (l 2 ).
The John-Nirenberg inequality implies that BMO =Ċ 0,1 p for all p ∈ [1, ∞) (in the sense that the norms are equivalent). We also state a counterpart of this for s > 0.
The proof can be found in [2, 10] ; see also the exposition in Section 1.1.2 of [8] . For s > 0, this equivalence of norms extends naturally to p = ∞ in a sense. More precisely, in this case Morrey-Campanato spaces coincide with standard spaces of functions with a power-type modulus of smoothness. Again, see [2, 10] and the exposition in [8] . First, we formulate separately the result for 0 < s ≤ 1. 
In fact, all the Campanato spaces (the spacesĊ s,i p for s > 0) can be renormed in a similar way. Namely, for a function f on R n and h ∈ R n , define the differences ∆ α h f by the recurrent formulas [8] .
Finally, when s < 0 we obtain the so-called Morrey spaces.
Maximal functions. Here we introduce the maximal functions corresponding to the Morrey-Campanato norms. Such maximal operators were studied thoroughly in [3] .
Definition 2. Suppose s ∈ R, 1 ≤ p < ∞, and i ∈ Z + . Let h = {h m } be a collection (finite or countable) of measurable functions on R n . We define the maximal function M i,p,s h by the formula
where the supremum is taken over all the cubes containing x and the infimum is taken over all the collections P = {P m } of polynomials P m ∈ P i .
We have presented this definition in the form that is slightly different from the classic one. Specifically, we do not assume that h belongs to L 1 (l 2 ) and even that h and P are l 2 -valued functions. The point is that we are going to apply maximal operators in a context in which we do not know whether our sequence h is an l 2 -valued function or not. However it turns out that if M i,p,s h is finite at least at one point, then h can be "corrected" to an l 2 -valued function. Namely, we can state the following simple fact.
Proof. Consider some cube Q 1 containing x 0 . By Definition 2, we can choose a collection P 1 of polynomials
. Also, consider another cube Q 2 , Q 2 ⊃ Q 1 , and a corresponding collection
. We have
Thus, P 2 − P 1 ∈ P i (l 2 ) and
Therefore, we may set P = P 1 .
In its turn, for a "true" function (for example, it can be a sequence corrected through the procedure described above) we can state the following proposition. ) uniformly in Q. Such projections allow us to choose polynomials at which the infimums in the definition of M i,p,s f are attained roughly. Namely, for a scalar-valued or l 2 -valued function f ∈ L 1 loc (R n ), the function M i,p,s f is equivalent to the following expression:
Lemma 4. Suppose
where the supremum is taken over all the cubes centered at x. Details can be found in [3] and also in Sections 1.2.2 and 4.4.1 of [8] .
Main result and its discussion
First, we state a preliminary version of the main result. Namely, in order to avoid complications with the definition of Fourier multipliers, we additionally assume f ∈ L 2 (R). 
We extend the functions ψ σ , σ = 1, 2, to the whole line by zero and introduce their transformations supported on ∆ m :
Let f ∈ L 2 (R). We define two linear operators S σ by the formulas
Then we have
, and r > max{s, i−1}. 2 The constant C does not depend on f or {∆ m }.
By discussion in the previous section, this theorem implies the facts described at the end of Section 1. However, in general we do not assume that the function M i,2,s f is finite almost everywhere. In particular, the inequality is true even if this function is finite at only one point, implying a certain smoothness of S σ f at the same point. A similar remark applies to Theorem 2 below, where we lift the restriction f ∈ L 2 . Unfortunately, this leads to a more bulky statement.
Suppose f is a function such that M i,p,s f is finite at some point, and ϕ is a function in S. Then Lemma 4 immediately implies the following: the Fourier transform of f is well defined, f * ϕ ∈ C ∞ , f * ϕ ∈ S ′ , and f * ϕ = f ϕ. This allows us to state the final version of the main result. 2) there exist two functions
where the constant C does not depend on f or {∆ m }.
2 From now on, the letters s, i, and r always denote parameters for which such relations are fulfilled, unless otherwise stated. 3 Here we do not assume that {p
It is not hard to see that Theorem 2 immediately implies Theorem 1. And again, the above local estimates for the maximal functions yield the corresponding norm estimates.
In its turn, this proposition implies that the operators S σ are bounded from BMO to BMO, from Lip s to Lip s for 0 < s < 1, from Lip 1 to Z, and from Z to Z.
Comparison with Rubio de Francia's considerations. It is worth noting that the proof of (1) in [13] involved a certain BMO-estimate which, however, was weaker than the above results for s = 0 (but it was sufficient for Rubio de Francia's goals). To be more specific, we describe some details. First, Rubio de Francia proved that instead of the operator Qf = {M ∆m f } m∈M , a more "regular" operator H may be considered (we also encounter such operators in Section 6, see formula (13)). Roughly speaking, he proved that
After that, he got the estimate
where
and M is the usual Hardy-Littlwood maximal function. In fact, he estimated the expression M 1,1,0 (Hf ), but employed the rough estimate (6) . The operator M 1,1,0 is exactly the sharp maximal operator (·) ♯ , and it is well known that [5, 14] ). Putting it all together, Rubio de Francia achieved the desired L p -estimate. We can identify two main differences between the considerations just described and our arguments below. First, we must reduce the operators S 1,2 to the "good" operator H in BMO or in Lipschitz spaces, not in L p -spaces (more precisely, we deal with the corresponding maximal functions). And second, we prove estimates of the form M r,2,s (Hf ) ≤ CM i,2,s f instead of (6).
Concerning shifts. Note that multiplying each expression M ∆m f in (1) by the factors e −2πi amx or e −2πi bmx , we can make Rubio de Francia's estimate look more similar to the claims of Theorems 1 and 2. In fact, those factors arose in the proof of (1) (in the "good" operator H mentioned above), but they were dropped after taking absolute values. On the other hand, we cannot lift them in Theorems 1 and 2, which deal with smoothness. The theorems say that the resulting l 2 -valued functions become smooth if their components are shifted (in the frequency range) precisely in this way; it is impossible to shift them back because of an uncontrollable oscilation of the above factors.
However, in the proofs below we do shift smooth functions in the frequency range. Forestalling natural questions, we present a simple example showing how this operation may become innocent (this is not a pattern for what follows, we use heavier technicalities when we prove the main results). Namely, let ϕ be a Schwartz class function. If |f (s) − f (t)| ≤ |s − t| for s, t ∈ R, then for every a / ∈ supp ϕ the function g = ϕ * (e 2πi ax f (x)) satisfies |g(s) − g(t)| ≤ C|s − t| with C independent of a.
To prove this, we recall that |ϕ
because the function in square brackets has zero integral by assumption. Now, we split the integral into the sum of integrals over the set E = {x ∈ R : |x − t| ≤ 2|t − s|} and its complement. Clearly, the first integral is bounded by
In the second, we estimate the difference |ϕ(s − x) − ϕ(t − x)| by using the Lagrange formula, which yields the bound C|t − s| 1 + |x − t| N |x − t| for the integrand. If N > 2, then the integral R |x−t| dx 1+|x−t| N converges and does not depend on t, and we are done.
Decomposition of S σ
We represent the operator in question as a composition of certain auxiliary operators. One of them is an operator of Rubio de Francia type: instead of cutting f into the pieces corresponding to ∆ m , it cuts out smaller pieces that correspond to a more regular partitition. Another operator merges these small pieces in such a way that the intervals ∆ m are formed. A similar technique was employed in all the previous publications (see [7, 9, 13] ), but in their settings it was allowed to add and remove any shifts e −2πi ax at will, because the L p -norms are shift invariant. We cannot say the same about the Morrey-Campanato norms or the corresponding maximal functions. So our arguments below are subtler: we have to treat shifts more accurately.
We introduce some objects that are required for our proof. Let A, A > 1, be a number sufficiently close to 1. We choose a function θ such that supp θ
, and by a v we denote the intervals [
Using the partition of unity introduced above, we build the sequence ψ 
Further, we consider the intervals
which can be obtained from the dyadic ones by 8-fold dilation with preservation of the left ends. It turns out that any interval in R can, in a sense, be approximated by some interval J k,j . Namely, we can prove the following simple fact. J k,j and |∆| ≍ |J k,j |.
Proof. Choose the index k such that 2 k ≤ |∆| < 2 k+1 , and set
Then it is easy to see that the interval J k,j is required.
Thus, for each m and v, we can choose indices k m,v and j m,v such that
J km,v, jm,v and the lengths of this intervals are comparable. By a m,v we denote the left ends of J km,v, jm,v , i.e., we set a m,v = j m,v 2 km,v . Next, for each k ∈ Z we build a function φ k such that supp φ k ⊂ J k,0 and φ k ≡ 1 on
Namely, let φ be a function in S such that supp φ ⊂ [0, 8] and φ ≡ 1 on [1, 7] . Then we set φ k (t) = 2 k φ(2 k t). Also, we need some smooth extension of ψ 1 . Namely, letψ be a function in S such thatψ ≡ ψ 
Using all the objects introduced above, we can write the following identity:
To verify this relation, it suffices to compare the Fourier transforms of its left and right parts. Denoting e 2πi δm,vτ θ v (x − τ ) by ρ m,v (x, τ ) and e −2πi δm,v t ϕ m (t) by Φ m,v (t), we have
As we will see in Section 6, the sequence {g m,v } can be split into a finite number of subsequences in such a way that the intervals J km,v , jm,v , corresponding to any one of them, are pairwise disjoint. Each such subsequence has the form Hf , where H is an operator of Rubio de Francia type: it is similar to our initial operator, but the elements of its kernel are smooth and the corresponding intervals have a more regular structure. The convolutions with Φ m,v arise for technical reasons: we need to "tweak" the spectrum on the right of ∆ m , otherwise identity (8) would not be achieved. Finally, we return to the intervals ∆ m , applying the "merging" operator with kernel {ρ m,v (x, τ )}.
All these operators (Rubio de Francia operators, the operator with kernel {Φ m,v }, and the merging operator) can be treated as Calderón-Zygmund operators. In order to make this possible for Rubio de Francia operators, we have shifted the left ends a m,v of our small and regular intervals J km,v, jm,v into the origin (instead of doing this for ∆ m ). Therefore, in the merging operator the shifts e 2πi δm,v τ occur: we put each small interval J km,v, jm,v in its place within the corresponding big interval ∆ m .
Merging operator R
First, we study the operator R that transforms a double sequence of functions to an unary sequence by the formula
Proof. This follows immediately from the Plancherel theorem and the fact that each set supp θ v can intersect at most two other sets supp θ v−1 and supp θ v+1 . Proof. The Fourier transform of the function e 2πi δm,v τ q m,v (τ ) is supported at the single point δ m,v , which does not belong to supp θ v . Thus,
Also, the kernel of R satisfies a certain smoothness condition. 
for τ / ∈ 2I and x ∈ I.
Clearly, it suffices to prove this lemma for the functions θ v (x − τ ) instead of ρ m,v (x, τ ). The corresponding proof can be found, for example, in [7] . Also we provide its sketch in the last section.
Let h = {h m,v } be an arbitrary l 2 -valued function such that M i,2,s h is finite at some point. We introduce a certain modification of R whose action on any such h is well defined. Namely, we may argue, e.g., as in Section 4.4 of [8] . Consider some intervals J 1 ⊂ J 2 ⊂ · · · whose union coincides with R. The L 2 -boundedness of R, together with Lemmas 4 and 5, implies that on each interval J α , we may construct the following l 2 -valued function:
Repeating the arguments from Section 4.4 of [8] , we can prove that each function W α+1,h (x) − W α,h (x), x ∈ J α , is equal to some polynomial in P r (l 2 ). Thus, we can define a modification R of the operator R as follows. We set Rh = W 1,h on J 1 . Next, we set Rh = W 2,h + P on J 2 , where P is polynomial in P r (l 2 ) such that P = W 2,h − W 1,h on J 1 . Further, we extend Rh to J 3 in the same way, and so on.
Fact 5. For any l 2 -valued polynomial q, we have Rq ∈ P r (l 2 ).
Proof. We can use the arguments similar to those in Section 4.4.1 of [8] . Namely, we introduce the functions
It is easy to see that
Let h be our polynomial q. Then since W ν α,q are polynomials (by Fact 4), the function W α,q is a polynomial itself.
Together with Facts 3 and 5, Lemma 5 implies the following statement, which can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.21 in Section 4.4.1 of [8] (in the present paper, we will also prove a statement in the same spirit for a more complicated operator, see Lemma 9) .
Lemma 6 allows us to reduce Theorem 2 to the estimate M r,2,s h ≤ CM i,2,s f . Indeed, suppose this estimate is fulfilled. By Fact 1, we can choose a collection P of polynomials in P r such thath = h − P is a function in L 2 loc (l 2 ). By Lemma 5, we obtain M r,2,s ( Rh) ≤ CM r,2,s h (here we put i = r). On the other hand, we have
where the functions W ν α,h are defined by (10), P α are polynomials (l 2 -valued) such that the functions W α,h + P α agree on different J α , the polynomials P , and the limits are taken in L 2 (J α , l 2 ). By identity (8) and Fact 4, we have
where p 1 m,ν are some polynomials that do not depend on α. So we reduce our theorem to the estimate M r,2,s h ≤ CM i,2,s f , where h is defined by (11).
Conclusion of the proof
First, we get rid of the functions Φ m,v . For this purpose, we introduce a simple operator Φ:
By Fact 1 and Lemma 4, the operator Φ is well defined for any sequence of measurable functions g = {g m,v }, provided M i,2,s g is finite at some point. The Plancherel theorem immediately implies that Φ is L 2 -bounded. Also it is clear that if P is a sequence of polynomials in P i , then each element of ΦP is also a polynomial in P i . Finally, we may state the following smoothness condition for the kernel of Φ. 
Here the constant C r does not depend on m or v.
The proof of this lemma is easy. However it will be presented in the last section. Lemma 7, together with the L 2 -boundedness of Φ and the fact that Φ transforms polynomials into polynomials, implies the following lemma, which can be proved in the same way as Theorem 4.21 in [8] (but without complications concerning the definition of the operator). See also the proof of Lemma 9, where a more complicated operator is treated.
Lemma 8. Let g be a sequence of measurable functions such that
So it remains to prove that for the functions g m,v defined by (7), we have
Rubio de Francia's operators. We split each sequence {v ∈ Z : v ≤ N m } into 100 subsequences V . . , 100, consists of pairwise disjoint intervals, provided A is sufficiently close to 1. Moreover, these intervals do not contain the origin. Now let A be any subset of Z 2 such that {J k,j } (k,j)∈A is a collection of pairwise disjoint intervals that do not contain the origin. Consider the operator H defined by the formula
Such operators were first considered by Rubio de Francia in [13] . We prove the following lemma, which, together with Fact 6, immediately implies estimate (12).
Lemma 9. Let f be a measurable function such that M i,2,s f is finite at some point. Then we have M r,2,s (Hf ) ≤ CM i,2,s f.
As usual, first we study the behavior of H in L 2 and on polynomials.
Proof. We have
and the collection {J k,j } (k,j)∈A consists of pairwise disjoint intervals. But by the Plancherel theorem, all this implies the L 2 -boundedness of H.
Fact 8. We have Hq ≡ 0 for any polynomial q.
Proof. The Fourier transform of the function e −2πi j2 k y q(y) is supported at the single point −j2
k . Since 0 / ∈ J k,j for (k, j) ∈ A, it readily follows that −j2 k / ∈ supp φ k and, therefore, Hq ≡ 0.
The kernel κ(t, y) satisfies the following smoothness condition.
Lemma 10. For any interval I ⊂ R, there exists an l 2 -valued function
with the following properties. First,
where b k,j,I α are functions in S. Second, for any ξ ∈ l 2 , any t ∈ I, and any σ ∈ N, we have
where I σ = 2 σ+1 I \ 2 σ I and B r = r + 1/2.
Quite similar estimates can be found in [7, 9, 13] . However the exponent B r was never calculated precisely. Since we need its exact value, we provide the proof of Lemma 10 in the last section. Now we have all the components to prove Lemma 9. Our proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.21 in [8] , but slightly more involved due to the complexity of condition (15).
Proof of Lemma 9. Consider a point y 0 such that µ = M i,2,s (f )(y 0 ) is a finite number (we recall that M i,2,s is defined by (4)). Then for any interval I with center y 0 , we have
where f I = P I f .
Let P I be a sequence of polynomials in P r defined by the formula
The fact that each element of P I is well defined and belongs to P r follows immediately from Lemma 4, Fact 8, and identity (14) . Note that we do not require P I to be an l 2 -valued polynomial in P r (l 2 ).
If we verify the estimate
≤ Cµ, then we will prove Lemma 9.
First, we present some auxiliary propositions. Applying the CauchySchwarz inequality to Lemma 0.24 in [8] , we obtain the following statement (it is worth noting that the lemma just mentioned is, in its turn, a simple consequence of considerations in [3] ).
Lemma 11. For any two cubes Q ⊂ Q 1 ⊂ R n and any polynomial p ∈ P i , we have
, where a constant C depends only on i and n.
The properties of P I imply the following estimate (which also can be found in [8] ).
Fact 9. For any interval I, we have
. Now we consider the first summand in square brackets in (16). Using the L 2 -boundedness of H, we obtain
By Lemma 11 and Fact 9, we have
Combining this inequality with the previous one, we arrive at the following estimate:
It remains to treat the second summand in square brackets in (16). We set
We can write
where the supremum is taken over the unit ball in L 2 (I, l 2 ). By the CauchySchwarz inequality, we see that the last expression is not greater than
Lemma 10 implies that the second factor in each summand can be estimated by
Therefore, we must estimate the following expression:
Applying Lemma 11 and Fact 9, we obtain
Substituting the last expression into the previous estimate, we get
Finally, we have
The sum over α is dominated by a constant if s−i+1 < 0, by σ if s−i+1 = 0, and by C2 σ(s−i+1) if s − i + 1 > 0. Since r > max{s, i − 1}, we see that the series in σ is convergent in any case, and we are done.
Smoothness conditions
In this chapter we prove Lemmas 5, 7, and 10.
Proof of Lemma 5. Such estimates are widely known, and the corresponding proof can be found, for example, in [7] . Here we present its sketch.
Let P u,v be the Taylor polynomial of θ v at the point u of degree r − 1. Put p v,I (x, τ ) = P x 0 −τ,v (x − τ ). Since θ ∈ S, it is easily seen that
Letting β = 0 and β = r + 2, we obtain
Estimate (17) is better then (18) exactly when A v < 1 |τ −x 0 | . We set p m,v,I (x, τ ) = e 2πi δm,v τ p v,I (x, τ ) and split the sum in (9) into two: the first over all v such that A v < 1 |τ −x 0 | and the second over all remaining v. Using (17) for the summands in the first part and (18) for the rest, we obtain (9).
Proof of Lemma 7. Let P u,m,v be the Taylor polynomial of Φ m,v at the point u of degree r −1. We recall that Φ m,v (t) = e −2πi δm,v t ϕ m (t) and ϕ m (t) = l m ϕ(l m t), where ϕ is a certain function in S. Put p m,v,I (τ, t) = P τ 0 −t,m,v (τ −t). Then we have Proof of Lemma 10. Similar estimates and their proofs can be found in [7, 9, 13] . For completeness, we repeat the proof here. At the same time, we calculate B r .
We take the whole Z 2 instead of A. If we prove the lemma in such a setting, then we will be able to get the required estimate for any A ⊂ Z 2 : we will only need to consider the vectors ξ = {ξ k,j } (k,j)∈Z 2 such that ξ k,j = 0 for (k, j) / ∈ A. We define the polynomials p k,I (t, y) for the functions φ k in the same way as we defined p v,I for θ v . Estimates (17) and (18) are fulfilled for φ k and p k,I when A = 2. We define the function q I (t, y) by the formula q I (t, y) = q k,j,I (t, y) (k,j)∈A = p k,I (t, y)e −2πi j2 k y (k,j)∈A .
Also we put γ k,σ = sup y∈Iσ, t∈I |φ k (t − y) − p k,I (t, y)|.
In this notation, we have 
here we have used the triangle inequality in L 2 and the Cauchy inequality for sums.
Next, by (17) and (18), we obtain γ k,σ ≤ C r 2 k(r+1) |I| r , γ k,σ ≤ C r 2 −k |I| −2 2 −(r+2)σ .
The second estimate is stronger then the first exactly when 2 k ≥ |I| −1 2 −σ . Splitting the sum γ k,σ into two parts accordingly, we have
It remains to estimate the second factor in the last expression in (19). Making the substitutionỹ = 2 k y and using the Riesz-Fischer theorem, we have
